
Therm X2. The original.

The energy-saving 

radiator innovation for all

modern heating systems.

The energy-saving radiator. One for all heating systems.



Acquire know-how. Save energy. 

Avoid hassle. Save time. 

Therm X2 improves your position 4-fold.



Acquiring know-how.
With Therm X2 you are equipped for an energy-

efficient heating technology future and have the

optimal response for every system requirement.
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The basic version with Kermi’s high quality standard. 

Universal X2 energy saving technology for every room and every 

heating requirement. Finished, complete, installation-friendly, 

specially packed. Brilliantly coated, with top and side cover.  

W Distinctive, profiled look 

W Side connection right / left

W Universally ready-for-connection 

for one- and two-pipe systems

W Type 12, 22, 33

W Heights 300 – 900 mm

W Lengths 400 – 3000 mm

Therm X2 Profile-KTherm X2 Profile compact radiator 

with side connection
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Pioneering heat generation has not reached the end of the line when it comes to the

optimal use of energy-saving capabilities. As an efficient extension and optimisation of

heat pumps, solar collectors, higher caloric value technology and the like, the Therm X2

ensures even more efficiency. Because the unique X2 technology makes also genuine

energy savings during heat transfer possible for the first time ever. An excellent chance

for you to perfectly complete the energy-saving chain. With convincing arguments that

every homeowner is receptive to. And that unlock for you brilliant opportunities to

attract customers, to retain customers and to stand out from the competition.

Radiator heating-up time reduced by up 

to 25%. Forced flow-through produces a

shorter heating cycle, shorter operating

times and the valve closes more quickly.

Up to 100 % higher radiated portion into

the room. Induced by the front plate’s 

higher mean surface temperature.

Lower radiation loss on the exterior 

walls. Induced by the rear plate’s lower

mean surface temperature.

Increasing energy efficiency and decreasing

losses during distribution and generation

due to greater ∆T between flow and return.

Particularly in partial load operation during

low mass flows.

X2 technology functions according to the

completely new, patented serial flow-

through principle. In the process, the front

plate is first flowed through. In normal 

operation, the front plate’s output is com-

pletely sufficient and the downstream plate

takes on the radiation shield function. Only

with the increas ing  need for output, it also

contributes with high convection output to

the rapid heating of the room. 

The result: a level of energy efficiency that 

is unrivalled in the steel panel radiator 

sector. In addition, all valve radiators are

equipped with factory kv-preset valves and

ensure practically ideal hydraulic conditions

in the heating system ex factory. And more-

over there is a saving of about 20 % pump

drive current.
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The Therm X2 can be combined perfectly with all heating systems and is therefore 

the adequate response to the requirements of the heating technology future. Because 

of its patented X2 technology with up to 100 % increased radiated portion it ensures 

a best possible application of a heat generator’s efficiency. With optimal heat output 

into the room and maximum comfort even at low system temperatures. As a result, it is

best suited for the combination with heat pumps, higher caloric value technology, solar 

thermal applications . . . as an appropriate, future-proof means of heat transfer in our

era oriented toward maximum energy efficiency. And a best possible alternative for 

heating renovation without panel heating.

One for all heating systems.

W Optimal application of the efficiency

of an energy-efficient heat generator. 

W Combinable with all heat generators: 

Oil, gas, pellets, heat pumps, solar . . .

W Optimal heat output into the room 
even at low system temperatures.

W Maximum comfort at every 
operating point.

W Rapid radiator heating-up time.

W Best possible alternative for heating 
renovation without panel heating.

Heat pump optimised.

W High radiated portion even at low 
system temperatures. For consistently 
optimised heat output and major comfort.  

W High ΔT between flow and return, as a 
result, optimally suited for heat genera-
tors that require low return temperatures.

W Secured design temperature even at low 
system temperatures without increasing 
the mass flow ratio. Resulting in the pre-
vention of flow noises.

W Energy-saving X2 technology. 

W Quicker radiator reactivity.



Kermi GmbH

Pankofen-Bahnhof 1

94447 Plattling

GERMANY

Tel. +49 9931 501-0

Fax +49 9931 3075

www.kermi.com

info@kermi.com

Therm X2. The complete

energy-saving programme.

Kermi offers a full range 

of steel panel radiators 

for all applications. 

Please look at our website  

for more information.

www.kermi.com


